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Ein Cyclus von Phantasiestücken, Op. 5 (1871) 21.32
1 I Allegro con brio 3.34
2 II Andante con espressione 1.42
3 II Allegretto moderato 3.10
4 IV Andante con moto 2.45
5 V Presto 3.43
6 VI Allegretto con grazia 2.11
7 VII Grave 4.27

Neckens Polska Variationen über ein schwedisches
 Volkslied, Op. 11 (1874) 17.55
8 (Theme) Ruhig 1.24
9 (1)  Tema ben tenuto 1.05
10 (2)  Langsam, feierlich 1.06
11 (3)  Ruhig 1.21
12 (4)  Lebhaft 0.46
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The second movement, a Scherzo in 6/8 marked Allegro vivace, is, by turns, a fiery, sparkling,
tempestuous movement in B-flat Major. The main theme is constructed of a  four bar phrase,
which is broken into two two-bar sub-phrases comprised of a lively 2/8 hemiola alternated
with more metrically rooted quarter-note/eighth-note + quarter-note/eighth-note idea.
Röntgen obviously enjoys this theme and puts it through many guises and manipulations. It
is then followed by a delightful and tuneful contrasting B section featuring wildly
challenging leaps in the accompaniment.

The third movement is a probing, large-scale Andante cantabile in the sub-dominant key of
G-flat Major. The time signature of 6/4 with the opening chordal texture introduces a rich
and noble eight bar theme in bar 9.  After this, the movement evolves into an emotional essay
rich in syncopated and entwined melodies and riveting climaxes.

The Finale, an Allegro con fuoco in triple meter, is a tour de force movement that does not allow
the pianist a break, save for two structurally placed fermatas. Permeating the extended
Rondo form is an energetic  eight bar theme Röntgen infuses with a powerful multiple
grace-note and sf combination on the third beat to propel the music forward. These high-
voltage passages are interspersed with more lyrical sections but the grace-note theme always
returns, sometimes in devilishly difficult forms such when combined with trills just prior to
the relatively peaceful and quite sublime middle C section in A-flat Major.

The final movement continues through an elaborate series of wild leaps before another
return of the grace-note theme and the movement continues to unfold using previous
material now in the tonic. The Coda begins as yet another statement of the grace-note theme
but quickly it becomes clear that the finish line is in sight. The movement spins itself into a
frenzied climax before the grace-note riddled harmonies finally come to a triumphant close.

Thanks to members of the Röntgen family, Jurriaan Röntgen, Julius Röntgen for their
continuous support and heartfelt generosity; Fritz Zwaart at the NMI (Netherlands Music
Institute); and to Michelle Mares, my life partner and extraordinary pianist.

© 2015 Mark Anderson
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Röntgen’s Sonata No. 2 in D-Flat Major, Op. 10 is dedicated to Frau Louise Härtel (neé
Hauffe) and was composed in 1875 and was published by Breitkopf and Härtel in 1877.

This sonata is one of only two of Röntgen’s piano sonatas ever published. Considering he
wrote over twenty, this is a distinguishing element for his Op. 10. At a playing time of over
28-minutes this is a serious large-scale romantic work that pushes the boundaries of musical
and physical endurance.

The Allegretto, sempre tranquillo is a languid but emotional movement that winds along in
some unexpected ways, harmonically speaking. The movement begins in a lilting 6/8 with a
full cadence in bar 6 and is punctuated by a fermata. What ensues is overtly reminiscent of
Beethoven’s development of the main theme from his Sonata in A Major, Op. 101.

An eventual cadence and accompanying second theme in C Major, distinguished by a
flowing deep tenor melody, is anything but prescriptive of orthodox sonata form
conventions. Röntgen’s tonal relationships in general hark back to Beethoven in the use of
thirds such as the C Major/A-flat Major juxtaposition following the second theme in the
exposition. The development makes expressive use of the first theme in a myriad of guises
before the recapitulation returns colored with a tonic/dominant seventh harmony. This gives
Röntgen the opportunity to ingeniously fore-shorten the material from the exposition and
make a more succinct restatement of the material in the tonic.

The movement concludes with a figure very reminiscent of the final bars of the first
movement of Schumann’s Fantasy in C, Op. 17. And because Schumann makes reference to
Beethoven’s theme from the song cycle An die ferne geliebte, Op. 98, it may have made sense
to Röntgen to close the movement by compounding the homage – an intriguing idea in any
event.

However, the overt associations stop there. The next three movements of the sonata defy
attribution to any obvious musical influences, either with respect to a specific piece or
composer. The remaining three movements are wonderful examples of Julius Röntgen’s
own original voice and furthermore display his keen abilities in how to express himself
through his music.
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13 (5)  Lebhaft, nach und nach leidenschaftlicher 1.06
14 (6)  Mit grösster Kraft 1.21
15 (7)  Etwas langsamer als das Thema 2.19
16 (8)  Sehr markirt 0.43
17 (9)  Schnell 6.44

Sonata No. 2 in D-Flat Major, Op. 10 (1875) 29.13
18 I Allegretto, sempre tranquillo 8.57
19 II Scherzo. Allegro vivace 4.08
20 III Andante cantabile 8.32
21 IV Finale. Allegro con fuoco 7.36

   Total playing time 68.50

Recorded by Nimbus Records at Wyastone Leys, Monmouth, U.K.
8 May 2014 (Neckens Polska) & 27 July 2015 (Phantasiestücken & Sonata)

Cover photo: Julius Röntgen courtesy Jurriaan Röntgen
c 2016 Wyastone Estate Limited © 2016 Wyastone Estate Limited

www.wyastone.co.uk
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Julius Röntgen was born on 9 May 1855 in Leipzig. He grew up in a musical home, his
mother, Pauline Klengel, was a pianist, and his father, Engelbert Röntgen, played in the
Gewandhausorchester and became leader in 1873. His father also taught at the Leipzig
conservatory but Julius, interestingly, did not study there. Instead he received private tuition
from a number of musicians: he studied piano with Louis Plaidy, piano and composition
with Carl Reinecke, composition with Friedrich Lachner, and harmony and counterpoint
with Hauptmann and E.F. Richter.

Röntgen was something of a prodigy. As a composer, his first work was heard at the age of
nine: a violin duo performed by his father and Joseph Joachim no less in Düsseldorf. In 1871
he visited Franz Lizst and is said to have played his own works for the great master. And in
1874 and 1875 he first met Brahms and Grieg, respectively. Röntgen's musical development
continued and from the age of eighteen he worked as an accompanist with renowned
baritone Julius Stockhausen giving concerts in Leipzig, Düsseldorf, Hamburg and Baden-
Baden.

In 1878 Röntgen moved to Amsterdam taking a post as a piano teacher at the music school
and he began to establish himself in the local and European musical communities. So much
so that in 1883 he performed Brahms’ second piano concerto, conducted by the composer. In
the same year he played host to Grieg on his visit to the Netherlands. From 1884-1886 he
became the conductor of the choral society Excelsior, the same year the music school became
a conservatoire (some sources credit Röntgen as a co-founder of the conservatoire). Two
years later he became conductor of the Amsterdam Toonkunstkoor, a position he held until
1898.

Röntgen's career as an accompanist blossomed in the following years as he gave concerts
across Europe with many internationally renowned artists including Johannes Messchaert,
Carl Flesch and Pablo Casals. Röntgen also formed the Röntgen Trio with his sons Julius
(violin) and Engelbert (cello), and gave public concerts.

As his reputation continued to grow Röntgen drew many influential figures of the time to
the Netherlands. Both Percy Grainger and Carl Nielsen became associates. Indeed, both
Grainger and Nielsen are said to have performed in Amsterdam upon Röntgen's prompting,
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‘Eusebius’ Lament’ with its painful reflection of Schumann’s dreamy, wistful character. No.
4 in A-flat Major (Andante con moto) could have been lovingly plucked from Mendelssohn’s

‘Songs Without Words’ but Röntgen’s own maturing voice is unmistakably clear and very
touching.

No. 3 in C Major, Allegretto Moderato, is again in ternary form and makes no apologies for its
uncompromising and relentless dotted rhythm that permeates the entire piece. However, the
B section in the subdominant (F Major) creates a tranquil contrast to the quirky melodic
angularity of the previous material.

No. 5, is a Presto in A-flat Major, again in an ABA form, and takes advantage of an energetic
alternating-hands technique that propels the music along with the help of long sweeping
crescendos peppered with sudden dynamic contrasts. The middle section, in D-flat Major,
makes a strong reference to the Etwas Langsamer section of the second movement of
Schumann’s Fantasie in C Major Op. 17. The syncopated chordal texture and melodic line
seem to derive from Schumann’s work, a work that Röntgen was undoubtedly very familiar.

The sixth piece, a graceful little waltz in C minor, marked Allegretto con grazia, charms and
delights as the melodic figure rises and falls throughout its repetitive four-bar phrase
structure.  If Röntgen had not written it, Tchaikovsky might have.

No. 7 could have been inspired by Chopin’s C Minor Prelude from Op. 28 with it’s Grave
tempo and thick chordal texture. The AABA form of the eight-bar phrases is suddenly
interrupted by a return of the first piece of the set in its original key. The A section is repeated
in its entirety but, in a rather ingenious move, Röntgen uses the B section as a Coda for the
entire work but modified: beginning in the minor sub-dominant (A minor) rather than the
relative major (G major) in a more expressive manner. The finale builds to a thundering
conclusion but, in the end, turns inward to suffer quietly into silence.

What distinguishes Röntgen’s early period is its rigorous tenacity to classical forms while
infusing them with his own brand of late nineteenth century romanticism. In the 1870s, the
sonata structure, whether with respect to the Sonata-Allegro form or in reference to a
multi-movement work, was becoming less of a vehicle for composer’s creativity and more of
a relic of the past until the Russian school resurrected the form in the early twentieth century.
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The variations develop through changes of character, tempo and texture and fluctuate
between meters of 3/4 and 6/8. The key signature never changes, the tonal structure being a
strong unifying element of the work. This plays a particularly important role as, after the
eighth variation, the form begins to loosen and the fantasy takes over. Where we expect
variation nine, Röntgen introduces a new section Schnell in 2/4. While maintaining the
melodic contour of the theme as well as the harmonic progression and structure of the theme,
this new section builds intensity through increasing dynamic and technical demands (for
example, great leaps in both hands), which comes barreling to an abrupt halt. A slow and
mysterious cadenza-like section (Sehr langsam) emerges, after which a short homage to late
Beethoven announces the final Ruhig section. A final statement of the theme transpires as the
work, through long slowly drawn out arpeggios, returns to its shadowy depths from whence
it came.

Ein Cyclus von Phantasiestücken, Op. 5 was composed in 1871 when Julius Röntgen was
just 16 years old and was published in 1875 by Breitkopf and Härtel.

These youthful compositions are fine examples of Röntgen’s early Leipzig years and have
strong stylistic ties to the Leipzig School. The pieces exhibit strong musically conservative
values in the predictability of the harmonic progressions and adherence to formal schemes.
However, the melodic and textural beauty is often highly refined and quite original.
Interestingly, Röntgen calls the Op. 5 pieces literally a ‘cycle’ of fantasy pieces and instructs
the performer that ‘these pieces must follow one another without an interruption.’ (‘Dieses
stückes müssen ohne Unterbrechung auf einander folgen.’)

No. 1, an Allegro con brio in E minor, is in ternary form. It launches the set with a relentless,
syncopated figure in the left hand with the strength of the rhythm and harmonic progression
taking center stage. Röntgen’s indication f sempre marcato e energico make clear his intentions.
The texture of repeated triplet chords in the accompaniment of the B section is reminiscent
of Mendelssohn but it sounds completely natural and original in Röntgen’s hands.

Two pieces in the set distinguish themselves by virtue of their engaging melodic beauty. The
exquisite melody of the second piece of the set in A minor, Andante con espressione, seems to
float above its gently flowing eighth note accompaniment. This piece could be subtitled
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with Nielsen conducting his Symphony No. 3 at the Concertgebouw. In 1913 Röntgen's
status as one of the most influential figures in the Netherlands was confirmed with his
appointment as managing director of the Amsterdam Conservatoire, a position which he
held until 1924.

In 1925 Röntgen retired to a villa in Bilthoven called Gaudeamus. At his Bilthoven home
concerts were frequent and Röntgen continued his connections with the European musical
elite. He also gave analysis classes. Röntgen's home was the genesis of what was to become
the Gaudeamus Foundation: an organisation still active, to this day, in promoting music in
the Netherlands and abroad. In 1930 he penned a book on Grieg based on his own
experiences and received an honorary doctorate from the University of Edinburgh. Röntgen
died on 13 September 1932 in Utrecht.

Röntgen composed constantly throughout his life writing more than 600 works, 200 of which
were composed during his retirement at Gaudeamus, but only around 100 were published
in his lifetime. As a pianist, works for solo piano are central to his output numbering more
than 100 pieces but Röntgen composed in nearly all genres. Some of his most substantial
works are opera and orchestral, including more than 20 symphonies and at least a dozen
instrumental concertos. His chamber works include more than a dozen string quartets and
string trios, as well as piano trios and piano quintets. There are also numerous choral works,
many instrumental sonatas, and folksong arrangements.

© 2015 Rhys Ward
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‘He has always remained a child, so innocent, so pure, open, enthusiastic and with his
particular naive and nervous manner’. Thus wrote Johannes Brahms in 1895 to Clara
Schumann about Julius Röntgen. Common sympathies in generosity, spirit and character
between Brahms’ and Röntgen’s piano music can hardly be argued.

My colleague, the German pianist Markus Pawlik, introduced me to Röntgen’s piano music,
propelling me on this interesting and compelling musical journey. His early works pay
homage to the musical traditions of Leipzig, Dresden and Vienna while his later output is
deeply infused with Dutch imagery and folksong. Although much of Röntgen’s piano music
has been relegated to the darker recesses of the standard repertoire, he is nevertheless an
important member of the great canon of German musical tradition.

All three works on this disc belong to Julius Röntgen’s early ‘Leipzig’ years, having been
composed between the ages of 16 and 22 years old. As a young artist, Röntgen appears to
have grappled with the strong personalities and conflicting musical ideologies of his time
and the challenges involved in reconciling those with his own musical dialect. It was
through the resolution of this conflict that he became a unique and highly expressive
composer, and later built upon this foundation by incorporating a deep association with
Dutch folksong and culture into his art.

By all accounts, Julius Röntgen was prodigiously gifted. The Neckens Polska variations are
really quite remarkable in both craft of composition and depth of expression, especially for
a 19 year old. His ability to exploit the piano in terms of color, mood and atmosphere is
evidence of his early compositional prowess, which may in large part be due to the fact that
he grew up ensconced in the musical elite of Leipzig.

In 1874 Röntgen composed the Neckens Polska – Variationen über ein Schwedisches
Volkslied, Op. 11. It was in the same year that he met the Swedish violinist and his future
wife, Amanda Maier (1853-1894). It is likely that Amanda introduced the young Röntgen to
a substantial amount of Swedish culture. She was a violin student of Julius’ father, Engelbert
Röntgen, and both Amanda and Julius studied composition with the conductor, pianist and
composer, Carl Reinecke. They were married in 1880, and she became the dedicatee of
numerous works from her husband, including, of course, his Op. 11.
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The folksong that Röntgen chose for this set of variations, Neckens Polska or ‘Water Sprite’,
comes from a three volume collection of Swedish folk-songs, Svenska folk-visor från forntiden,
published in Stockholm between 1814 and 1817. This collection was collaboration between
the Swedish poet Arvid August Afzelius (1785-1871) and the historian and composer, Erik
Gustaf Geijer (1783-1847).

Röntgen uses the first of six verses as the subtext for the variations:

Indeed, Röntgen creates a tonal painting of the sea-green hall, as the theme of the variations
seems to emerge from the dark recesses of the instrument, thus emulating the depths of the
ocean from where the Sea-King rises. In Röntgen’s hands, the theme stays faithful to the
original folksong in melody, harmony and phrase structure but Röntgen prefers the darker
key of B-flat minor to the original D minor.

Notably the variations are not labeled as ‘Var 1, Var 2, etc.’ but are simply labeled with
tempo and character markings such as Langsam, feierlich, Lebhaft, nach und nach
leidenschaftlicher, Mit grösster Kraft and so on, as well as being sometimes delineated with
double bar-lines and fermatas. This is reflective of the fact that the composer originally
conceived the work as a Fantasy in the Form of Variations on a Swedish Folksong (Phantasie in
Form von Variationen über ein schwedisches Volkslied). However, the publisher did not include

‘Fantasy’ in the title – presumably with Röntgen’s consent.

Neckens Polska

Tief im Meere, auf dem Felsengrunde
Ruht der Meergott im grünen Saal.
Dunkle Schatten schweben in der Runde
Auf den Bergen, im Wald und Thal.
Herrlich ziehet auf im dunkle Festgewand
Stille tiefe Nacht; der Sonne Schein verschwand.
Über’m Wasser kein Lüftchen weht,
Wenn aus dem goldnen Schloss der Meergott geht

The Watersprite

'Neath the waves on crystal rock reclining
Lies the Neck in his sea-green hall,
While the maidens of the night are twining
Veils of gloom o'er hill and dale.
Fair the evening stands in festal, bright array,
Far and near no sound is heard, no breeze astray
Breaks the calm o'er the land that lies
When now the Sea-King from his waves doth rise.
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Phantasiestücken, Op. 5 (1871) 21.32
1 I Allegro con brio 3.34
2 II Andante con espressione 1.42
3 II Allegretto moderato 3.10
4 IV Andante con moto 2.45
5 V Presto 3.43
6 VI Allegretto con grazia 2.11
7 VII Grave 4.27

Neckens Polska, Op. 11 (1874) 17.55
8 (Theme) Ruhig 1.24
9 (1)  Tema ben tenuto 1.05
10 (2)  Langsam, feierlich 1.06
11 (3)  Ruhig 1.21
12 (4)  Lebhaft 0.46
13 (5)  Lebhaft, nach und nach leidenschaftlicher 1.06

14 (6)  Mit grösster Kraft 1.21
15 (7)  Etwas langsamer als das Thema 2.19
16 (8)  Sehr markirt 0.43
17 (9)  Schnell 6.44

Sonata No. 2, Op. 10 (1875) 29.13
18 I Allegretto, sempre tranquillo 8.57
19 II Scherzo. Allegro vivace 4.08
20 III Andante cantabile 8.32
21 IV Finale. Allegro con fuoco 7.36

   Total playing time 68.50

With a note by Mark Anderson

JULIUS RÖNTGEN (1855-1932)

Piano Music 2
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